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7.0 Global Warming Potentials and Other Indices
for the Effects of Greenhouse Gases on Climate

Your reports on emissions andemission reductions will includedataon greenhousegases in tons of
each gas emitted;you will not be requiredto calculatethe variouseffects of differentgases on climate.
However, you may wish to performthese calculationsfor yourown purposes. For example, you may
wish to evaluate the costs of competingproposed projects in termsof the beneficial effects on climate;
in orderto do so, you may wish to look at these effects using a commonindex, such as the equivalent
effect in tons of carbon dioxide. You may wish to talk aboutsuch equivalencies with variousstake-
holdersor for public relationspurposes. The discussionand datain this supportingdocumentwill help
you in these endeavors;however, you should recognize thatthe science underlyinggreenhouse gas
indexing is still evolving.

This supportingdocumentprovidesmethods to accountfor the different effects of differentgases on the
atmosphere. It discusses the rationaleanduses for simplifiedmeasuresto representhuman-related
effects on climate and provides a brief introductionto a majorindex, the global warmingpotential
,GWP) index. Appendix7.A analyzes the science underlyingthe developmentof indices for concerns
about climate, which is still evolving evaluates the usefulnessof currentlyavailableindices, and
presents the state of the art for numerical indices andtheir uncertainties.

For concerns about climate, the IntergovernmentalPanel on ClimateChange(IPCC)has been instru-
mental in examiningrelative indices for comparing the radiative influencesof greenhouse gases. The
IPCC developed the concept of GWPsto provide a simple representationof the relative effects on
climate resultingfrom a unit mass emission of a greenhousegas flPCC 1990, 1992). Alternative
measures and variations on the definitionof GWPshave also been consideredand reported.

7.1 Why Develop indicesfor GreenhouseGases?

An index that places greenhouse gases on an equivalent scale for their effects on climatehas consider-
able practical value. Such an index can be used in a variety of differentanalyses:

s performingcost-benefit analyses of various candidateprojectsto reducegreenhousegas
emissions

s assessing the relative contributionsof the many humanactivities contributingto greenhouse gas
emissions

s comparing (and ranking)climate effects from competing technologies and energyuses,
includingconsiderationof different energypolicies

s developing approachesto minimize the impactof humanactivities on the climate system

Global Warming Potentials--Page 7.1
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• comparing the global climate change contributions of various countries

• functioning as a signal to policymakers for encouraging some activities and discouraging others

• determining approaches most appropriate for industries and governments to meet commitments

to help reduce the radiative forcing on climate from increasing concentrations and emissions of

greenhouse gases.

The concept of radiative forcing on climate allows policymakers to consider the relative merits of

policies without fully resolving the many uncertainties about the magnitude of climate change.

Radiative forcing is defined as the change in net irradiance at the tropopause after allowing

stratospheric temperatures to readjust to stratospheric equilibrium. In simplified terms, radiative

forcing is the change in solar irradiation that reenters the layer of atmosphere closest to the Earth (the

troposphere) instead of escaping to space (see Figure 7.1). Uncertainties exist because much is
unknown about the atmospheric chemistry that affects climate change and because computational

models of the global climate system are either complex and expensive or too simplified to represent all

facets of the system.
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Figure 7.1. Schematic Illustration of Major Components of the Coupled Atmosphere-Ocean-lce-Land

Climatic System (from Wuebbles 1993).
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The direct and indirect effects of emitted gases are not completely understood. Much of the concern

about the effects of greenhouse gases on climate has centered around carbon dioxide both because it is

an important greenhouse gas and because its atmospheric concentration has been rapidly increasing.

However, other greenhouse gases are contributing about half of the overall increase in the radiative !

forcing effect on climate (IPCC 1990). In addition to these direct radiative effects, research studies

have shown that chemical interactions in the atmosphere can lead to indirect effects on climate.

Table 7.1 shows GWPs for five greenhouse gases. For example, it shows that every kilogram of
methane emitted to the atmosphere has 56-110 times the effect on radiative forcing as a kilogram of

carbon dioxide (over a 20-year period). This table is further expanded and discussed in Section 7.3.

Table 7.1. Direct Global Warming Potentials for Selected Gases (a)

.......... _"' ' '' Global Warming Potential
Atmospheric (Time Horizon)

Chemical Lifetime ,,
I

Species Formula (years) 20 years 100 years [ 500 years
H,, ,,,,/, .., ,L ,.,, I |

Carbon dioxide (202 (b) 1 1 1 '"

Methane(c) CH4 12-18(a) 56-110 1943 9-16
.H ,., --

Nitrous oxide N20 121 290 320 170

Perfluoromeflmne..... CF4 50000 .... 2700 4000 ' _6100

CFC-11 CFCl3 50+5 5000 3900 1400

(a)Ra rCn¢dto AOWPfor Carbon mod lCO2d ¢ay andf tur
CO2 atmospheric concentrations held constant at current levels (based on IPCC 1994 and
WMO 1994).

(b) Decay of CO2 is a complex function of the carbon cycle (see text).
(c) Includes direct and indirect components.

(d) Includes the dependence of the residence time on CH4 abundance (see text).

Indices like GWPs provide policymakers with a lower cost alternative to complex numerical modeling.

Such models suggest that the Earth's surface temperatures could increase by as much as 3° Celsius

(estimated range of 2° to 5° Celsius over the next century (IPCC 1990, 1992), owing to changes

projected in the concentrations of greenhouse gases. This prediction largely depends on complex three-

dimensional numerical models of the global climate system (atmosphere, oceans, and land surface).

These models attempt to represent the many processes influencing climate (see Figure 7.1). They are

computationally demanding, and their complexity prohibits their routine use in policy-related analyses

of greenhouse gases and their effects on climate.
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Othertools to analyzechanges may be found in simplified models of the climatesystem (e.g., Jainand
Wuebbles 1994;Rotmanset al. 1990) thatcan be coupled with modelsof economics/energyand
climaticimpactsfor an integratedassessmentof effects. Althoughsuch modelswill have manyuses,
significantuncertaintiesremainin the overallunderstandingof key climaticprocesses and feedbacks;
these uncertaintieswill influence thedetailedquantitativechanges expectedin futureclimateand have
serious implicationsfor any models attemptingto predictthe regional and global magnitudeof future
climate changes from greenhousegases.

7.2 How to Evaluate Global Warming Potentials (GWPs)

Direct and indirect GWPs have recentlybeen reevaluatedfor the new internationalclimate and ozone
assessments (IPCC 1994;WMO 1994). These assessmentsare not yet finished, and the GWP values
arestill subject to some refinementsat the time this reportis beingprepared;nonetheless, the pre-
liminary values for GWPs representclear improvementsin the science since the earlierassessments and
will be presentedhere.

In prior assessments (IPCC 1990, 1992; WMO 1992), the decay responsecurve (see Appendix7.1 for
a definition and discussionof this term) for CO2 used in evaluationof the GWPs was based on results
from an "unbalanced"carbon cycle model that did not correctly calculatethe currentCO2 concen-
tration based on a realistic emission history. The new assessments base the CO2 response curve on
results from more sophisticatedcarbon cycle modelswith improvedtreatmentsof ocean and biospheric
effects that are "balanced," giving a consistentdeterminationof past and presentconcentrationsof

CO2.

GWPs are very sensitive to the assumed background concentration for CO2. The constant concentra-
tion background assumed in prior GWPs, and also used in the evaluation presented in Table 7.2, is
clearly unrealistic. This assumption implies that emissions enter a system in equilibrium, whereas the
carbon cycle system is currently far from the equilibrium as a result of past emissions, and CO2
concentrations are likely to increase into the foreseeable future. However, the choice of which future
scenario to assume is also uncertain. In Radiative Forcing of Climate (IPCC 1994), the definition for
the background atmosphere is chosen to provide consistency with evaluations in earlier assessments; at
the same time, as will be presented below, information is provided that allows determination of GWPs
for several other assumptions of future CO2 background concentrations.

Table 7.2 summarizes the results for GWPs included in the new assessments (as of February 1994). It

presents several new gases proposed as replacements for CFCs _:ndhalons that were not considered in
prior assessments (including HCFC-225a, HCFC-225cb, and CF31) and that have GWPs much smaller
than the compounds they would replace (also see Clerbaux et al. 1993; Solomon et al. 1994). Also
included are several fully fluorinated species, including SF6, CF4, and C2F6 that have very large
GWPs, particularly over longer integration time scales due to their long atmospheric lifetimes
(Ravishankara et al. 1993); Wuebbles and Grossman 1992; Grossman et al. 1993).

Global Warming Potentials--Page 7.4
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GWP values for methane in Table 7.2 include the indirect effects of methane on ozone, water vapor,
hydroxyl, and carbon dioxide. The methane GWPs show a range representing uncertainties in these
indirect effects.

The direct GWPs given in Table 7.2 can be readily converted to Absolute Global Warming Potentials
(AGWPs) or to GWPs that depend on a changing background atmosphere (such as the scenario, labeled

$650, developed for the carbon cycle chapter of IPCC 1994, the scenario stabilizes CO2 at 650 ppmv).
Table 7.3 shows the relevant factors necessary to convening to these approaches. To convert to

AGWP units, multiply the numbers in Table 7.2 by the AGWP values for fixed CO2 from the Bern
carbon cycle model (line 1 in Table 7.3). By comparing the appropriate AGWPs, you can also

determine the effects from using other background scenarios for COT

Table 7.2. Direct Global Warming Potentials (a)

Atmospheric (Time Horizon)
Chemical Lifetime

Species Formula , (years) 20 years ] 100 years I $00 yearsr .H i ,

CO 2 CO 2 (b) I 1 I

CFCs

CFC-II CFCI 3 50+5 5000 3900 1400

CFC-i2 ...... CF2CI2 102 8000 8300 4000

CFC-13 CCIF 3 640 8700 12100 13800

CFC- 113 C2F3C13 85 5100 4900 2200

CFC- !14 C2F4Cl2 300 7000 91O0 7900

CFC-115 C2F5CI 1700 6300 9100 12400

HCFES, etc.

HCFC-22 CF2HCI 13.3 4300 1600 500
, m

HCFC-123 C2F3HCl2 1.4 310 90 30

HCFC '-124 ..... C2F4HCI 5.9 1500 4,70 140
H. . ,.

HCFC-141 b C2FH2CI 3 9.4 1800 620 190

HCFC- 142b C2F2H3CI 19.5 4300 2000 600

HCFC"225CA C 3F5Hc12 2.5 590 tso 5o

HCFC-225cB C3F5HCI 2 6.6 1800 570 170

Carbon Tetracldoride CCI4 42 2000 '1400 4_J0

Methyl' Chloroform CH3CCI 3 5.4 fl:0.4 360 110 30
, ,,, ,.
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Table 7.2. (contd)

............... W,rmU
Atmospheric (Tune Horizon)

Chemical Lifetime

Formula (years) 20 years 100 years 500 years
_£T I FI ] I IIII I 1 "hl I I I

Bromocarbons

H-130'i .....cF3nr "l ......65, " 6300 55oo .....

Other

nFc-i3 CHF3 390 9500 12700 12400

HFC-32 C82F 2 6 1900 570 '180 ....

HFC-43-10mee 20.8 3400 1600 490
,H ., ,

HFC-125 C2HF5 36.0 5000 3200 1100

HFC-134 C2H2F4 11.9 3200 1160 350

HFC-134a CH2FCF3 17.7 ...... 3800 1700 510 ....

HFC-152a C2H4F2 1.5 440 130 40

HFC-143a C2H3F3 55 5300 4300 1600

HFC-227ea C3HF7 43.0 4800 3300 1100

HFC-236fa c3H2F 6 265 " 6200 7900 ..... 6500

HFC-245¢a C3H3F5 1.0 300 90 30

HFC-245ca C3H3F5 9.2 - 2400 790 .......240
i,

Chloroform CHCI3 0.55 20 5 1

Methylene chloride CH2CI2 0.41 30 10 3

Sulfurhexafluoride SF6 3200 9300 13600 19500

Perfluoromethane ' CF4 50000- 2700 4000 " 6100

Perfluoroethane C2F6 10000 6100 9000 13500

Perfluorc_yclo- c-C4F8 3200 6100 8900 12800
butane

Perfluorohexane': C6F14 3200 5600 ' 8900 17800

Methane(c) CH4 12-18(d) 56-110 19-43 9-16

NitrousOxide N20 121 290 32'0 170

Trifluoroiodo- CF31 < 0.005 < 6 < < 1 < < < 1
methane

(a) Referencedto the AGWPfor the Berncarboncycle model CO2 decayresponse andfutureCO2
atmosphericconcentrationsheld constantat currentlevels (basedon IPCC 1994 and WMO 1994).

Co) Decay of CO2 is a complex function of the carboncycle (see text).
(c) Includesdirect andindirectcomponents.

(d) Includesthe dependenceof the residencetime on CH4 abundance(see text).
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Table 7.3 also shows the effect of using different carbon cycle models (rather than the Bern model used

by IPCC); this shows that the assumptions about background CO2 concentrations and the carbon cycle
model used can affect the GWPs by up to 20 percent or so.

Table 7.3. Absolute GWPs (AGWPs) (a)

..................... Time Horizon

zo oo- s-oo
Case years years years

CO2, Bern Carbon CYcleModel, fixed CO2 (353 ppmv); used inTable 7.2 0.230 0.780 2.557

-(202, BernCarbon Cycle Model, $650 scenario(stabilizedat 650 ppmv; 0.225 0.702 2.179
see IPCC 1994)

CO2, Wigley Carbon Cycle Model, $650 scenaxio (stabilizedat 650 ppmv; 0.248 0.722 1.957
see IPCC 1994)

CO2, EntingCarbon Cycle Model, $650 scenari° (stabilizedat 650 ppmv; 0.228 0.693 2.288
see IPCC 1994)

CO2, LLNL Carbon"CycleModel, $450 scenari° (stabilized at 450 ppmv; 01247 0.821 2.823

see IPCC 1994)

$650 0,790CO2, LLNL Carbon Cycle Model, (stabilized at 650 ppmv; 0.246 2.477

see IPCC 1994)

CO2, LLNL Carbon Cycle Model, $750 scenario (stabilized at 750 ppmv; 0.247 0.784 2.472
see IPCC 1994)

CO2-1ikegas, IPCC (1990)decay function, fixed CO2 (353 ppmvi; 0.267 0.964 2.848
used in IPCC (1990, 1992)

(a) Based on IPCC (1994) in units W m"2 yr ppmv"1. Multiply these numbers by 1.291 x 10"13 to convert
from per ppmv to per kg.

,, ,H, ',,, --

Table 7.4 summarizes some of the more important indirect effects identifiedfrom chemical interactions. The
effects arising from such processes are difficult to quantify in detail, largely because evaluating them depends on
uncertainties associated with treating the full interactive chemistry in current models of the atmosphere. GWPs

for interactions involving emissions from short-lived gases such as NOx and nonmethane hydrocarbons are
particularly difficult to evaluate, and cannot be reliably determined at this time. Like NOx, the inhomogeneous
spatial distributions of aerosols make it extremely difficult to determine meaningful GWI's for them. Better
known are the expected signs of the indirect effects relative to the direct GWPs; the signs of these effects are
shown in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4. Key Indirect Effects on GWPs

, i i Ill

I of
Effect on

Spede, Indirect Effects GWP
I IIII I111 IT

CH4 Changesin lifetimesdue to changesin +
tropospheric OH

productionof tropospheric03 +
__ ,,,,

Production of stratosphericH20 +
,,,,, __

Productionof CO2 +

CFCs, HCFCs, halonsand other " Dep'ietionof stratospheric0 3' -
bromimted halocarbons

CO ............ Productionof tropospheric0 3 '" +

"P_oductionof troposphericCO2 +

NOx Productionof tropospheric0 3 +
,,,n

NMHCs Productionof tropospheric0 3 +

"Productionof troposphericC'()2 " +
HN '.'

Analyses of the indirect effects resulting from emissions of methane are considered in IPCC (1994),
based on modeling results from several research groups (e.g., Brfihl 1993; Hauglustaine et al. 1993;
Wuebbles et al. 1993). Table 7.5 summarizes the combined direct and indirect GWPs for methane,

including a breakdown of the effects among various contributing factors. The direct methane effect
alone is not shown because it is complicated by the indirect effect of the impact of methane on its own
lifetime, as discussed earlier.

The uncertainty range in the total GWP for methane relates primarily to uncertainties in the modeling
of effects on the methane response time and on the effect of ozone in the troposphere. These
uncertainties largely relate to our lack of knowledge about the distribution of nitrogen oxides in the

troposphere and about the simplifications of tropospheric transport and chemical processes in the
models used for these evaluations. While cu_ent understanding indicates that the GWPs for methane

should be within the range shown, there is no basis for selecting one value over another at this time.
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Table 7.5. Total GWP for CH4, including indirect effects(a)

" '"' .... Time Horizon

GWr 20yea. 100ye_ S00y_
I I I 11111 I111

Total CH4 GWP, including indirecteffects 56-I II 19-43 8.7-16

Fractionof total GWP due to tropospheric'0 3 change 0.15-0.37 0.13-0.35 0. I0-0.31

F_oo ofto_'OwPd_ to._h_._ .20 _h_8o 0.04_.12 0.03-0.12 0.03-0.10
Fraction of'total GWPdue to CO2 production 0.02-0.03 0.06-0.14 0.17-0.32

(a) Referencedto the AGWPmmputed for the CO2 decay temporiseof the Berncarboncycle model
and futureCO2 atmosphericconcentrationsheld constantat currentlevels (from IPCC 1994).

IIIIII i i

7.3 Conclusions

Simple measures and indices representing the potential effects of greenhouse gases on climate provide

powerful tools for policy analyses. The concept of global warming potentials as developed by IPCC

provides a particularly useful means for comparing the effects of greenhouse gases. GWPs have

recently been reevaluated for IPCC and WMO assessments; these values are recommended for current
analyses.

Users of GWPs need to be aware that advances in science will most likely result in changes to the

numerical indices presented here. This implies that uses of GWPs and other indices need to be flexible
to such changes.
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Technical Basis for GWP Indices

Necessary criteria and definitions

Any indexingapproachmustbe scientifically well grounded,should be subjectto a minimumof
uncertainties,andshould be applicableto thepolicy concernsof interest. Scientifically, an indexing
approachmust considera numberof fa:tors, includingthe radiativeproperties,radiativeforcing for the
gases, their effects on climate and atmosphericlifetimes, and any indirecteffects on otherradiatively
importantconstituents.

Radiative properties. Chemical species in the atmospherediffer markedly in their abilities to absorb
infraredradiation. Greenhousegases absorbthe Earth-emittedinfrared radiation in specific energy(or
wavelength)bands determinedby the quantum mechanical properties of the specific molecule. Water
vapor is the single most importantgreenhouse gas in the Earth'satmosphere. Carbondioxide is the
second most effective greenhouse gas, with its 15 pM band dominatingthe infrared absorptionfrom
12 to 18 _tm. Other importantgreenhouse gases in the currentatmosphereincludeozone, methane,
nitrousoxide, and the chlorofluorocarbons,particularlyCFCI3 and CF2CI2.

Radiative forcing. The radiativeforcing of the surface-tropospheresystem (owing,_e.g., to a change
in greenhouse gas concentration)is defined as the change in net irradiance (in Wm") at the tropopause
afterallowing stratospherictemperaturesto readjustto stratosphericequilibrium. The tropopauseis
chosenbecause scientists considerthe surfaceand troposphereto be closely coupled radiatively in a
global andannualmeansense.

A key factor determiningradiativeforcing for a gas is the locationof the wavelengthsfor its absorption
of infrared radiation. The spectralregion from about8 to 12 _tmis referredto as the "window" region
becauseof the relativetransparencyto radiationwithin thesewavelengths. Mostof the non-CO2 green-
house gases with the potentialto affect climate all have strong absorptionbandsin the atmosphericwin-
dow region. Relatively small changes in the concentrationsof these gases can significantly increase
radiativeforcing.

As the concentrationof a greenhouse gas becomeshigh, it can absorbmost of the radiationin its
energy bands; once any of its absorptionwavelengthsbecomes saturated, it is unableto absorbmore
energyat that specific wavelength, andfurtherincreases in its concentrationhave a diminishingeffect
on climate. This is called the band saturationeffect. For example, the radiativeforcing from further
increases in carbon dioxide concentrationsin the current atmospherewill increase as the naturallog-
arithmof its concentrationbecauseof this effect. Methane and nitrousoxide also exist at sufficient

quantitiesthat significantabsorptionis occurring; their forcing is foundto be approximatelypropor-
tional to the square root of their concentration. Also, at the wavelengthswherewatervapor and carbon
dioxide strongly absorb infrared radiation, the greenhouseeffect of other gases will be minimal. On
the other hand, at wavelengthsthat are not saturated, absorptionby other gases, such as the chloro-
fluorocarbons or other halocarbons, varies linearlywith concentration.
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Anotherimportantconsiderationin radiativeabsorption_sthe bandoverlap effect. If a gas absorbsat
wavelengths that are also absorbed by other gases, then the effect on radiative forcing of increasingits
concentrationcan be diminished. Some of the absorptionbands of methane overlapwith those of
nitrous oxide; this needs to be carefully considered in determiningtheir radiativeforcing on climate.

Effects on climate. For a numberof years, calculationsmade with climate modelshave shown, at
least for well-mixed greenhousegases, an approximatelylinear relationshipbetween the global-mean
radiativeforcing at the tropopause and the resultingchange in global meansurfacetemperature.
Climatemodel calculationshave shown that, for a variety of forcing mechanisms, the relationshipis
relativelyunaffectedby the natureof the forcing, whether, for example, the forcing is caused by a
change in greenhouse gas concentrationor a change in the solar flux.

Recent studies (Wang et al. 1991, 1992; Cox et al. 1993; Taylorand Penner 1993) suggest that the
relationshipbetween global meanradiativeforcing and globalmeansurfacetemperaturechange is not a
simple one for the gases and aerosolshavingstrongspatialvariations. The effects of these findings are
likely to be most importantfor species with short atmosphericlifetimes (like sulfuricaerosols) or for
species like ozone that have strong variations in concentrationsoccurringas a functionof latitudeand
altitude.

Atmospheric lifetimes. The glob',dlifetime of an atmosphericgas is generallydefined as the ratioof
total atmosphericburdento integratedglobal loss rate. The lifetime is the time it t-.akesfor the global
amountof the gas to decayto 63.2 percentof its original concentration. The atmosphericlifetime
integratesover spatialand temporalvariations in the local atmosphericchemicalloss frequencies for
the compound. The lifetime musttake into accountall of the processesdeterminingthe removalof a
gas from the atmosphere, includingphotochemicallosses within the atmosphere(typicallyowing to
photodissociationor reactionwith OH), heterogeneousremovalprocesses (e.g., loss into clouds or into
raindrops),and permanentremoval.uptakeby the land or ocean.

The atmospheric lifetimes of a numberof gases have been determinedbased on current knowledgeof
these loss processes; these lifetimes haverecentlybeen updatedfor the IPCC (1994) andWMO (1994)
assessments, the lifetimesof greenhousegases of interestrange from a few days (e.g., for CF31)to

thousands of years (e.g., for SF6, CF4, and several perfluorocarbons). The CFCs tendto have
lifetimes of 50 (for CFC-I1) to 100 or more years (e.g., CFC-12), while the HCFCs andHFCs being
used or considered as replacementsfor CFCshave much shorterlifetimes, owing to their reactivity
with atmosphericOH.

The atmosphericlifetime for carbon dioxide is not a single numberlike most of theother greenhouse
gases. Concentrationsof carbon dioxide emitted into the atmospheredecay in a highly complex
fashion, initially showing a very fast removal in the first few decades, a more gradualdecay over
roughly 100 years, and an extremely slow decline for thousands of years. This responseprimarily
reflects processes transferring carbon dioxide among the atmosphere,the biosphere,the ocean mixed
layer, and the deep ocean. The responsedecay curve of an impulseof carbon dioxide injected into the
atmospherealso dependson the backgroundcontent of carbondioxide in the atmosphere-ocean-
biospheresystem, andwill thus be scenariodependent(Wuebbleset al. 1994). These effects are
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indicatedin FigureA. 1, showing responsecurves from the Berncarboncycle model beingused in the
new IPCCassessment. Similar response curves are foundwith LawrenceLivermoreNational
Laboratory'scarboncycle calculations (Wuebbleset at. 1994; Wuebbles andJain 1993; Jain and
Wuebbles 1993).

Several recentstudies (Prather1994;Wuebbles et al. 1993) and a privatecommunicationwith D.
Fisherindicate that the atmosphericresponse timefor methanefollowing a pulse emissioninto the
currentatmosphereis significantly longer(correspondingto an e-folding time as long as 17 or 18
years) than its nominalatmospheric lifetime of about 10 years. This longerresponse time results

primarilyfrom the nonlinearcoupling amongCH4, CO, and OH in the troposphere;increased methane
leads to additionalCO and reduced OH, the majorsink for CH4.
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Figure A.I. Response of AtmosphericCO2 Following an ImpulseInjection
Source: Based on results from the Bern carbon cycle model (IPCC 1994).

Indirect effects. In additionto the direct forcing effect from the emission of a gas into the atmos-
phere, thenet radiativeforcing can be modified through indirecteffects relatingto chemical inter-
actions on other radiativelyimportantconstituents. For example, CFC emissions result in stratospheric
chlorine thatcan destroy stratosphericozone, which is also a greenhousegas (Lacis et al. 1990;
Ramaswamyet al. 1992; Schwarzkopf and Ramaswamy 1993;Wang et al. 1993). Methaneemissions
result in several indirecteffects. Oxidationof methaneis thought to resu!t in decreasedconcentrations
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of OH (hydroxyl largely determines the oxidation capacity of the atmosphere), increase tropospheric
and lower stratospheric ozone, increased stratospheric water vapor, and increased carbon dioxide.

Such indirect effects need to be considered when evaluating potential climate effect indices.

Formulations of Greenhouse Gas Indices

No single indexing approach or tool is likely to me_,t all of the needs of policymakers. Policy analyses

often need a variety of tools, including results from tile complex, as well as simpler climate modeling

studies, along with careful consideration of the state or the science. No universally accepted methodo-

logy combines all of the relevant factors into a single approach.

Several different indices have been used as measures of the strength of the radiative forcing from dif-
ferent greenhouse gases. Some of the more important indices are described below.

Relative radiative forcing per molecule or mass. This measure compared the radiative forcing on a

molecule-per-molecule basis or kilogram-per-kilogram basis of the different greenhouse gases. It is
generally given relative to carbon dioxide. A radiative transfer model of the atmosphere is used to

determine the radiative forcing for small perturbations of these gases relative to present-day conditions.

Small perturbations are necessary to prevent the marked nonlinear absorption of carbon dioxide,

methane, and nitrous oxide from affecting the radiative forcing for these gases. Table A. 1 shows
radiative forcing on a per-molecule basis relative to carbon dioxide for a few of the important
greenhouse gases.

Hammond et al. (1990) and Handel (1991) have used such instantaneous radiative forcing in developing

approaches for examining the relative importance of greenhouse gas emissions from various countries.

Others (e.g., Enting and Rodhe 1991) have criticized this approach because it does not adequately con-

sider the time horizons over which emissions of a gas can affect climate.

Past, present, and future changes in greenhouse gas concentrations. It is also useful to examine

how the radiative forcing for atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases have changed or might
change over various time periods. Published analyses of such changes, including IPCC (1990, 1992),

Kiehl and Briegleb (1993), Ko et al. (1993) and Shi and Fan (1992), have shown significant changes

have occurred in the radiative forcing since pre-industrial times and, depending on the scenario,

significant changes are quite likely over the next century.
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Table A.I. Radiative Forcing Relative to CO2 on a per Molecule Basis. (a)

..... chemical

Gas Formula Relative Radiative Forcing

Carbondioxide CO2 I

Methane CH4 21

Nitrousoxide N20 206

CFC-11 CFCI3 12400

CFC-12 CF2CI2 15800

HCFC-22 CF2HCi 10700

Perfluoromethane CF4 5460

Sulfurhexafluoride SF6 38400

(a) Based on IPCC (1990, 1994).
Note: Perturbationis relativeto a backgroundatmospherefor 1990
concentrations.

i i

Global Wanning Potentials. The indexing approach for greenhouse gases that has gained the widest

acceptance is the global warming potential concept originally developed for the IPCC (1990). As
discussed below, this concept has continued to be modified and reevaluated in more recent assessments.

Similar approaches to the IPCC definition were also developed by Rodhe (1990) and Lashof and Ahuja
(1990).

GWPs are expressed as the time-integrated radiative forcing from the instantaneous release of kg
(i.e., a small mass emission) of a trace gas expressed relative to that of a kg of the reference gas,
carbon dioxide (IPCC 1990, 1992):

n

ax .[x(t)]dt
GWP(x) =

n

I aC02 "[C02(t)]dt

where n = the time horizon over which the calculation is considered

ax = the climate-related radiative-forcing response due to a unit increase in atmospheric
concentration of the gas in question; and changes in the integrated radiative forcing for

CO2 will not affect the GWPs for all other gases.
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Other _,_WPformulations

Fisher et al. (1990) andWMO (1990) presentedGWP calculationsfor varioushalocarbons integrated
over the entire lifetimes of the gases andusing CFC-I 1 as the referencegas. These analyses were pri-
marily interestedin the relative radiativeforcing for CFCs and potentialsubstitutes.

Various studies (Smith andAhuja 1989; Lashof andAhuja 1990;Ellington et al. 1992, 1993) have
suggested the applicationof discountrates to futureradiativeforcing, reflecting the increased
uncertaintywith time (e.g., to accountfor the possibility of ilew technologies). As discounting
essentially acts to reduce the effective atmosphericlifetime, it reduces considerationof long-term
effects from greenhouse gas emissions.

Otherauthors, such as Reilly andRichards (1993), have argued for the considerationof damage
factors, which couldoffset futurediscounts, in using GWPs. Harvey(1993) proposesan alternative
GWP index that accounts for the durationof capitalinvestments in the energysector. The possibility
of couplingsuc)_factors into a revised GWP definitionrequiresdetailedstudy of the economics and
policy implications and is beyond the scope of this supportingdocu,nent.
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